PRESS RELEASE

Launch of Up Plná Pěněženka, a cashback solution
for users of our meal and benefits solutions via the Můj Up app.
Prague, February 16, 2021 - Up Česká republika has launched in January “Up Plná Peněženka”, a
cashback service for users of its solutions. The new service was created in cooperation with the
largest cashback portal in the Czech Republic, PlnáPeněženka.cz and allows users of meal vouchers
solution eStravenka and benefits platform eBenefity to get back some of the money from their
purchases from selected partners.
At the end of 2020, the “Můj Up” (ie. My Up) digital platform was redesigned underwent several
innovations. It is now also made available to users of both our paper vouchers and card. All
registered users in Můj Up have access to special discounts when shopping in online stores.
Money back for purchases
The latest novelty in the platform is the cashback service, the possibility to get back a small portion of
money from each transaction, which was created in cooperation with the PlnáPeněženka.cz.
“From January 8, users of Můj Up platform can enjoy cashback discounts for selected partners,” says
Josef Drobílek, Marketing Director of Plná Peněženka.cz, and adds, “As with the offer of exclusive
discounts, the offer will change over time.”
Every customer registered in the Můj Up platform who makes a purchase in selected e-shop via Můj
Up will receive a certain percentage back to the cashback account in Můj Up shortly after the
purchase. User then can transfer this collected cashback to his/her bank account.
“For end users, we are constantly trying to improve Můj Up, not only by the friendliness of the user
environment, but mainly by the content and special offers. We are pleased to be able to offer another
interesting service in addition to exclusive discounts,” explains Stéphane Nicoletti, General Manager,
Up Česká republika.

About Plná Peněženka.cz
With more than 500 000 active users Plná peněženka is the largest cashback-oriented website in Czech
Republic. For more than 10 years it has been helping both entrepreneurs to get more customers and people to
save up money from every purchase.
To know more: www.plnapenezenka.cz
About Up Česká republika
Up Česká republika s.r.o., which started its operation on the Czech market in 1995 under the name Le Chèque
Déjeuner is part of the international Up group, which operates in close to 30 countries around the world. Up
Czech Republic specializes in area of employee benefits, but also offers innovative solutions in the field of
marketing and strategic development. The ability to analyze current situation of clients and design and
implement effective solution ranks Up Česká republika as one of the leading companies in Czech market
determining trends in this area.
To know more: www.upcz.cz.

